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Abstract. Clinical decision support system (CDSS) is fast becoming a requirement in diverse medical domains to assist physicians in clinical decisions. Physicians look at the research evidences for satisfaction in CDSS assisted clinical
decisions and also to keep their knowledge up-to-date. Research evidences are
available in the form of studies, summaries, and other formats published in
credible journals, books and reviews as online sources. The most important and
critical part to get the evidences in a better way is the search query generation
and its optimization. A query that is characterized by domain context and clinical workflow, and optimized for the target search engine in order to generate
right and relevant results. In most cases, the search queries are generated manually, which require a lot of physicians’ time to get the right information. Other
follow automated way of generating queries from electronic medical records,
which make it difficult to associate evidences to the clinical decisions. The role
of the source from where the queries are created is highly important. We are
presenting the work of query generation from Medical Logic Modules (MLMs)
as a main source of query contents. We create different query set from the concepts used in MLMs expended with domain ontology derived from SNOMED
CT. The results are compiled with respect to coverage using classified training
set of over 380 research articles. The proposed work is demonstrated to physicians and their feedback upon time saving as well as presentation of information in the context was highly positive.
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Introduction

Over the last few decades, the ever-increasing output of scientific publications has
introduced new requirements for professionals, e.g., physicians, who have to locate
the exact papers that they need for their clinical research work amongst a huge number of publications [1]. Only MEDLINE/PubMed Baseline yearly citations totals from
2014 are 22,376,811 reported on in statistical reports on MEDLINE/PubMed Baseline
data by U.S. National Library of Medicine [2]. The research paper searched by the

physicians are mainly based on the input queries. The contextual enriched and pertinent queries results in better output as compared to ad hoc queries.
In most cases, the search queries are generated manually, which require a lot of
physicians’ time to get the right information. Other follow semi-automated and automated ways of generating queries from electronic medical records or electronic health
records [5, 6, 7, 8], which make it difficult to associate evidences to the clinical decisions. The role of the source from where the queries are created is highly important.
There is lack of associating clinical decision, made by clinical decision support system (CDSS) with research articles as evidence in order to get satisfaction over the
system decisions and keep up-to-date with research literature. An approach is required
that can automatically generate contextual queries able to find right and relevant evidences to support the clinical decisions made by CDSS.
We are presenting the work of query generation from Medical Logic Modules
(MLMs) [3] as a main source of query contents. MLM is Arden Syntax encoded representation containing sufficient knowledge to make a single decision. The system
generate the queries with two different strategies; MLM only queries, MLM-Domain
Ontology combined queries. Within these two strategies, we identify several variations to formulate query and test results against each method. Each query returned
results in variation and relevancy is checked with research articles in training set.
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Methodology

This work is undertaken as a part of a Smart CDSS system [9]. Smart CDSS consists of three major components with several subcomponents. The three components
are; knowledge authoring, knowledge base, and research evidence support.
Knowledge authoring component provides the environment for physicians to create
their clinical knowledge in the form of knowledge rules. The knowledge rules are
created using domain ontology derived from SNOMED CT. It has the verification and
compilation subcomponents for verifying and compiling the rules [10]. Knowledge
base maintains the knowledge rules in the form of Medical Logic Module (MLM).
MLM encapsulates knowledge as software module that triggers an action based on
data event generated at healthcare system [3]. Initially the MLM was intended to have
single logic that act on single set of data and result in single set of actions. However,
now it can support to invoke other MLMs that result in chaining of actions with its
own logic and set of data elements. Each MLM contains slots which are logically
grouped into three required categories and one optional category; maintenance, library, knowledge and resources (optional).
For query generation, we are utilizing the “knowledge” category of MLM that contains slots to specify intention of what MLM does. Its sub-slot includes data slot (define terms used in MLM), evoke slot (specify context of MLM evocation), logic slot
(the actual condition to be tested on terms) and the action slot (specify the action that
should be taken in case condition is true). The third part i.e. research evidence support provides the mechanism to incorporate relevant articles as evidences for the decisions of CDSS [11, 12]. There are two models of this mechanism; push model and

pull model. In push model, the evidence incorporation is automatic without any involvement of human while in pull model, semi-automatic approach is applied with
human participation. In this paper, the focus is push model where we are generating
the queries from MLMs of knowledge base components automatically. The process of
generating query automatically to search evidences from online sources involves three
important steps as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Query generation, expansion, and evidence searching model

Query Generation utilizes the actuated MLMs that participated in clinical decision
and build the query from the terms embodied in logic part of the MLMs. Query Expansion expands the terms with standard vocabulary of SNOMED CT for the purpose
to increase the relevant results coverage. Evidence Searching utilizes Entrez Programming Utilities (eUtils), a stable interface into the Entrez query and database system at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) used by PubMed
search engine.
The system has been developed for head and neck cancer domain and tested different
patient cases by generating both simple and expanded queries. The average recall
score of simple queries was 75% while for expanded queries it was 95%. It proves
that expansion of query terms plays an important role to consider for better results.
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CONCLUSION

Evidence support is among the important parts of any contemporary CDSS system.
It not only increases the satisfaction level of users including physicians, nurses and
clinical researchers rather also provide a coherent way to keep the knowledge base
up-to-date. In the form of MEDLINE we have access to more than 21 million reviewed research articles in medical domain. The most critical obstacle is the coherent
integration of research evidence with the decisions of CDSS system. We presented
query generation model containing three primary steps: query generation, query expansion and evidence searching. The results are evaluated with the help of training set
having classification of 380 research articles for different anatomical sites of head and
neck cancer. The results proved that expanded query provides better coverage as
compared to simple non-expanded query. The automation of evidence searching has
reduced much of the physicians’ time spent on designing manual queries.
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